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Abstract
Reading literacy as formulated in PISA rests upon language and learning

theories little known outside language research circles. However, without an in-
depth analysis of the principles underlying the tests’ scales and content, neither is
it impossible to fully understand the results, nor can improvement strategies be
proposed. Following a brief description of the language theory underpinning PISA,
this paper contrasts these principles with traditional language teaching theory and
practice in the Spanish educational system. On this basis, it analyses several
epistemological conflicts between both formulations, which can be summarised by
three conceptual pairs: description vs. cognition; language theory vs. language use;
and rhetoric vs. grammar. The second part of this work focuses on four specific
measures that could form part of a comprehensive innovation scheme that brings
teaching practices in line with the communicative competence principles envisaged
by PISA. These measures – the implementation of genre maps, whole-school
literacy programmes, assessment based on competence language scales, and
portfolio assessment – have proved to have had a visible impact on PISA scores in
other educational systems. Lastly, reference is made to these countries and contexts
and information is provided on the plans to implement similar measures in Spain,
which are currently in the experimental stage.

Keywords: PISA, reading literacy, communicative language competence,
systemic-functional linguistics, new rhetoric, assessment.
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Resumen
La comprensión lectora en PISA se fundamenta sobre una teoría de la lengua

y una teoría del aprendizaje que son generalmente desconocidas fuera del ámbito
de la investigación lingüística. Sin embargo, sin analizar en profundidad estos
principios que marcan las escalas y los contenidos de las pruebas, no puede
entenderse adecuadamente los resultados ni pueden proponerse estrategias de
mejora. Este artículo parte de una breve descripción de la teoría lingüística que
sostiene PISA y contrasta estos principios con la teoría y práctica tradicional de
enseñanza de lenguas en nuestro sistema educativo. Partiendo de esto, analiza
varios conflictos epistemológicos entre ambas formulaciones, que se resumen en
tres pares: descripción lingüística frente a cognición lingüística, teoría de la
lengua frente a uso de la lengua y gramática frente a retórica.  En una segunda
sección se aportan medidas concretas que pueden formar un plan de innovación
global que acerque la enseñanza a los principios de competencia comunicativa
que PISA contempla. Estas medidas - desarrollo de un mapa de géneros textuales,
desarrollo de un proyecto lingüístico de centro, uso de escalas de progreso para
la competencia en comunicación y uso del portfolio de lenguas en evaluación-
han demostrado tener un impacto claro en los registros PISA en otros sistemas
educativos. El artículo incluye referencias a estos países y contextos y aporta
información sobre planes en nuestro país en que estas medidas se hallan en fase
de experimentación. 

Palabras clave: PISA, comprensión lectora, literacidad, alfabetización,
lingüística funcional, nueva retórica, evaluación. 

Introduction

The main task of educational systems is to design reading and writing
programmes that develop the individual and social potential of students.
Literacy – or language or literacy competence, as it is also known – is,
therefore, the prime function of schooling. Its role is doubly important.
On the one hand, it neutralises the effects of social differences to such
an extent that the impact of reading proficiency performance on
numeracy and scientific competence is similar to the socio-economic
index. On the other, it leverages the most intimately human faculty:
language. The real scope of a literacy programme is, accordingly,
immeasurable and raises a challenge that the humanist Steiner
characterizes as “an essential program for the intellect and the emotion”
(2008:173).
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However, literacy provides an imprecise analysis of language capacity.
It is too wide a concept that ranges from a command of the rudiments of
the written code to the expression of the highest cultural representations,
the difference between articulating vowels and writing the Aeneid. In
spite of the fact that midpoints – functional illiteracy, U-turn illiteracy
(Jiménez, 2005) – have been found, the term has proved inadequate as a
study variable. 

In contrast, current educational research is endeavouring to
benchmark competences. By means of grade descriptors, it is possible to
gauge the exact proficiency levels as regards a capacity which hitherto
has been understood in absolute terms: to know how to read or not. This
is the case of the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (Council of Europe, 2002) with Levels A1 and C2, or the PISA
programme and its five competence subscales, developed under the aegis
of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). 

Besides the relative position of each country in the final ranking, PISA
provides an inexhaustible source of data with which to analyse very
diverse parameters: differences between countries; progress in the
different waves of the study; the aetiology of the results that identify
internal and external causes affecting schools; and the relative weight of
economic, social or purely educational variables, among others. 

Of these perspectives, this study focuses on the primary purpose for
which the OECD created the test, to wit, to inform about efficient
educational actions, a pending task in Spain at least with respect to
reading competence (on reading strategies, see, for instance, Marchesi,
2005: 16; on the objectives of the test, see Schleicher, 2006; and for a
peculiar interpretation of the test, see Alcaraz et al., 2013). Along these
lines, this study puts forward a number of measures that, as a whole,
form a comprehensive proposal geared to improving communicative
language competence. To this end, its assumes that any classroom
intervention should be compatible with natural – cognitive and social –
language learning processes, and holds that, while teaching models
continue to go against the grain of the very mechanisms of language
acquisition, the role of schools in the development of this competence,
also called literacy, will be residual. 

Thus, the idea here is to make the most of the diagnostic capacity of
the PISA model through competence scores; scores that are “good for
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description” but “deficient for explaining” (Carabañas, 2008: 3). Even so,
PISA provides data for causal analysis. In particular, and according to the
same study of this widely cited author: 

By means of a precise statistic method, multilevel analysis, PISA
estimates that near on half of the imbalances in all the systems
(countries) are due to environmental variables, among which the
socio-economic composition of populaces is the main one (PISA, 2008:
276) (Carabañas, 2008:35). 

This study is based on the premise that, versus the factors related to
economic, social and cultural status (ESCS), changes in the learning
environment can, to a great extent, reverse the order of things; in the
case in hand, the reading proficiency scores of the countries involved,
which show fixed, at times even secular, trends. This has been true for
specific educational systems that have improved their performance
through decisions on curricular innovation, new assessment systems or
new methodologies. 

All in all, this work is based on the assumption that language factors
per se, those related to the epistemology of language and its acquisition
and, in turn, to good practices in language teaching, can improve PISA
results and, what is more important, the reading literacy of students. 

Communicative language competence: myths and realities

Literacy is a competence regulated by mental processes that allow us to
achieve a command of the language system. Its nature, therefore, is
essentially cognitive. However, educational practices are frequently
grounded on myths and beliefs contrary to the natural mechanisms of
language acquisition (on language myths, see Bauer & Trudgill, 1998).
The traditional school assumes principles of language proficiency that
are, in many cases, questionable and, in others, have been refuted by
empirical research. Among these are three that determine daily
educational practice: the confusion between language description and
cognition; language theory and use; and, lastly, grammar and rhetoric. In
brief, this is tantamount to claiming that, with respect to language,
teaching redounds to real language acquisition, the theoretical description
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of language facilitates its use and language can isolate itself from its social
nature. 

As opposed to tradition, among existing language models, the
functionalist model that has served as inspiration for PISA understands
language as an activity, assumes that competence is shown in the use of
language and avails itself of text production or comprehension as a sign
of proficiency. Traditional and functionalist linguistics rests, therefore,
not only on distinct, but also incompatible, linguistic presuppositions,
and this has a clear impact on the PISA assessment. It must be said that
traditional linguistics occupies a predominant place in our educational
system, and these errors of concept are fairly mainstream. Due to their
importance, they will now be addressed in detail below:

Language description vs. language cognition: Language is a mental
reality that evolves in individuals over time in such a way that its
components develop in specific critical periods: the phonological system
in infancy or complete subordinate clauses in adolescence, for example
(for a map of language growth in educational settings, see Christie
(2012)). In educational linguistics, language development has been
divided into two moments: the acquisition of basic interpersonal
communication skills and cognitive academic language proficiency (BICS
and CALP). Over the years, students shift from proficiency in a
rudimentary language limited to the environment and the present to
academic language; a language with long structures, a specific
terminology and complex clauses (on the differences between basic
interpersonal communication skills (BICS) and cognitive academic
language proficiency (CALP), see Cummins (2001); on the distinction
between restricted and elaborated code, see Bernstein (1975); and on the
evolution of contextualised language proficiency towards the
decontextualised kind, see Halliday (2007)). 

In the realm of reading comprehension, this shift marks the line
between learning to read and reading to learn. The different international
tests that students are obliged to sit address both stages. At the age of 10,
PIRLS measures the narrative language of the first stage of reading
proficiency development, while, at the age of 15, PISA measures advanced
levels (Mullis et al., 2007). A quick glance at performance levels shows that
the PIRLS results for Spain are higher than the country average, while, five
years on, in the PISA tests, the results fall below the median. This indicates
a relative drop in competence – occurring exactly in the five-year period
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between both tests – from which it is possible to draw a number of
conclusions. More specifically, what the data show is that in our educational
system students are capable of understanding a sequence of actions in time
following a narrative thread, i.e., narrative texts, but when language is used
to reflect reality scientifically, with multiple causal relationships and the
description of complex processes, as occurs with PISA, comprehension
levels decline. Indeed, in PIRLS the texts making up the tests are narrative,
and in PISA, mainly expository (Sanz, 2005). 

This divergence places the spotlight on common educational practices
in early adolescence that do not favour this transition to academic
language proficiency, some of which, such as clause analysis, explicit
spelling rules, a mechanical enunciation of verb tenses and the isolated
treatment of errors are all too commonplace.

Language theory vs. language use: A second confusion that
occasionally affects language education is the difference between
language theory and language use or, in other words, the erroneous
parallels drawn between knowledge of metadiscourse and real language
proficiency. The former, one could say, is the terrain of a Nebrija and the
latter that of a Castelar. The systems in which priority is given to
metadiscourse operate on the basis of a transmission theory of education.
On the other hand, those that pursue real language proficiency rest on
constructivist foundations. The TALIS survey, which includes data on
teaching styles, demonstrates that the notion that the transmission of
curricular content sets the pace of learning – in such a way that, for
instance, the explication of concessive clauses allows students to present
counter-arguments in a paragraph – prevails in our educational system.
On the face of this, systems with a more markedly constructivist
component base language education on practices that avoid
metalinguistic knowledge, such as reflecting on statements, written
composition and guided paragraph construction (Lefstein, 2009). This
dichotomy should come as no surprise, insofar as Américo Castro
cautioned, nearly a century ago, that “grammar is of no use for teaching
people how to speak and write their own language. It is so vulgar that it
is shameful to have to write this over and over again” (1921: 213). With
new tests like PISA, this is more clearly brought home to roost: the
educational models that are grounded on constructivist principles are
those that achieve higher reading proficiency levels, such as those of
Australia, Iceland, Denmark and Korea, according to the TALIS survey.
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Way behind in the ranking, barely ahead of Bulgaria and Malaysia, Spain’s
educational system seems to be firmly grounded on transmission
principles (OECD, 2014). 

Grammar vs. rhetoric: A third simplification stems from the confusion
between grammar and rhetoric. Since many educational systems have
used student errors as a gauge for measuring competence, classroom
activities focus on units where these errors are more easily detected:
morphology confined to clauses. On working with clauses, instead of
texts, the real products of linguistic activity, emphasis has been placed
on grammar, rather than on the language being used, namely, on rhetoric
– for an understanding of the historical origins and evolution of this
confusion between grammar and rhetoric, see Gutiérrez (2008). In
opposition to this, in many educational systems language study is purely
rhetorical, focusing on text comprehension, rather than on clause analysis.
What is involved here are systems influenced by functionalist models, like
the so-called Sydney School (for a review, see Martin (2010)). This premise
is evident in PISA’s language competence model, also hailing from
Australia: it is a text, rather than clause, model, in which students who
have consumed a greater number of texts and discourses at school stand
out. Simply, both models function under different premises of literacy or
language competence (on the role of the Australian Council for
Educational Research in the design of the tests, see Turner (2006)). 

International classifications have highlighted these contradictions and
the shortcomings of many systems. The European Commission, whose
intention it was to reduce the number of students with reading deficits
by 20% come 2010, has failed in its attempt and is now establishing new
objectives: a 15% reduction by 2020. Albeit not inclined to hyperbole, the
Commission itself refers to these indicators as “nothing less than a
potential catastrophe for European societies” (European Commission,
2011: 5). The following educational action proposal outlines possible
future strategies.

Educational actions for improving reading comprehension 

The analysis of good practices is a frequent procedure in educational
research. When school factors are at the root of the difference in
competence scores, other models can inspire more efficient measures.
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This section will cover a number of specific practices on which other
countries, with different educational traditions, base communicative
language competence. Albeit individual measures, to my mind they
constitute, as a whole, a comprehensive classroom intervention scheme
that could have a clearly positive effect on PISA results. Furthermore, it
is also a realistic, feasible programme consistent with the principles of
existing official curricula, containing bottom-up measures arising from
specific experiences, though requiring a legal framework that favours
their development. 

Each one of these strategies will refer to real contexts in which
measures have been implemented experimentally in our educational
system, as a result of the practices of specific schools or teachers, or those
established in the systems of other Western countries. Lastly, the positive
impact of these practices on reading comprehension performance will
also be described in detail.

Texts in non-linguistic disciplines: the text genre map

The educational policies of the Council of Europe and the OECD stem
from the new linguistics of communication, in which each and every
language use environment is meaningful. At school, language is used for
communicating other subjects such as history and computer science.
When students study integrals in mathematics, the laws of levers and
pulleys in science, medieval polyphony in music or the Industrial
Revolution in history, they use linguistic resources, sometime complex,
with a particular terminology, special structures and specific semiotic
systems, like musical or mathematical language. That is why language
competence becomes a transversal skill in all areas of the curriculum, a
disciplinary literacy (historical genres) different from advanced literacy
(a formal letter) or basic literacy (a children’s story) (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008; Lorenzo, 2010). 

Against this background, peripheral measures, such as a reading hour
or library programmes, are insufficient. To develop language at school, it
is necessary to deal with its very workings in each and every discipline.
This involves integrating area content based on transversality principles,
like the languages across the curriculum model. In these integrated
models, each discipline programmes texts related to its speciality. Thus,
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history teachers programme biographical accounts, life stories, obituaries,
history reviews, case studies, chronologies, timelines, maps, etc. They are
specialised genres with which teachers are familiar, as with their
rhetorical structure. Some of these genres involve text reception (reading),
others, text production (writing) (Lorenzo, 2013). In certain educational
systems, texts as a whole constitute a repository that has a number of
names: genre network (Swales, 1990); genre portfolio (Hyland, 2002); or
genre map (Hyland, 2004). What is even more important is that this genre
map potentially embraces all types of texts, including continuous or
discontinuous texts, the authentic or pedagogical kind, or – a determining
factor in the modern school setting – the use of several vehicular
languages in bilingual centres: texts in any language, graded by the
proficiency level of students (Lorenzo, Trujillo & Vez, 2010; Lorenzo, Casal
& Moore, 2010).

Despite affecting the central core of teaching organization, practically
all educational systems, strikingly those based on research, have begun
to establish language objectives across the curriculum. In a country with
such a long academic tradition as the People’s Republic of China, where
nationwide selective tests go back thousands of years, language policies
have overcome the inertia of traditional teaching and imposed an
integrated language curriculum (in this regard, see an interesting report
of the OECD (2010)). In the West, curricular integration in Portugal meant
that reading comprehension increased by nearly 20 points between 2006
and 2009, on par with the OECD average and, on that occasion, the third
largest increase. They are the effects of language curriculum renewal in
secondary school education which, at the turn of the century, was
progressively implemented from early adolescence onwards (Gouveia,
2006). The results are similar in an also very significant context
exemplifying excellence: Scandinavia. Denmark, for instance, which had
obtained very discrete results in successive PISA testing waves from 2003-
2006, managed to reach the level of the rest of the Nordic states in 2009.
An interpretation of the data points to the creation of an integrated
language curriculum; that is, the explication of language tasks in all areas
of the curriculum (Lie, Linnakylä & Roe, 2003; Linnakylä & Välijärvi,
2006).

In our setting, the programming of text genres in curricular areas has
been developed to a certain extent in the creation of an integrated
language curriculum, adopted by some of Spain’s autonomous regions
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and supported by the Autonomous Organization for European
Educational Programmes (OAPEE). Theoretical developments and
experimental proposals in primary and secondary schools have
demonstrated that they are feasible measures, aligned to the nature of
our education centres and which have had an unquestionably positive
impact on regional or international diagnostic tests.

Communicative methodology integrated with non-linguistic disciplines: the
whole-school linguistic project

The simple shift in focus from clause to text produced by curricular
integration does not necessarily imply a practical use of language. Text
genres can also become inert units in fossil content (Zayas, 2015).
Teachers of non-linguistic disciplines, like history or science, can
intervene in language education – ensuring the comprehension of texts
related to their speciality. This involves a common text processing
methodology into which the European Union itself has already made
inroads, concerned by the tendency towards stagnation in reading
comprehension. 

In this respect, the study Teaching Reading in Europe (2011) makes
the following recommendations: a) comprehension monitoring, as a part
of reading activities, that allows students to learn to monitor how well
they comprehend; b) group reading and comprehension activities in order
to allow students to discuss among themselves the meanings, implications
and inferences of words in a cooperative fashion; c) use of semantic and
graphic organisers to visually represent the text structure; d)
comprehension questions about texts, covering both specific and general
information, that allow for the correction of erroneous interpretations; e)
activities keyed to schematising and summarising text content that
encourage students to reformulate ideas. In short, what is involved is
active reading, which ensures the presence of texts and their
comprehension (Lorenzo, 2013). 

With regard to language courses, both Spanish and the country’s
official languages, alongside foreign languages, need to substitute
knowledge about the language or language awareness for grammatical
practice. Here, true enough, what is not tradition is plagiarism. The
language teaching methodology based on the new rhetoric incorporates
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exercises dating back to Antiquity: narrating an event; expanding on an
issue; refuting an argument; attacking or defending a statement;
contrasting things or people; describing phenomena; arguing in favour
or against. Ultimately, it is the models that give shape to the language of
Cicero and Seneca in art (Gutiérrez, 2008).

This rhetorical approach to the development of literacy is the
cornerstone of many benchmark educational systems in the Western orbit.
Australia and Canada, for example, use analysis and text reconstruction
models that put the accent on the construction of paragraphs and the way
that they are structured around principle and secondary ideas, the orderly
production of new and known information around marco-themes and
hyper-themes, and cohesion and coherence exercises (practicing ellipsis,
coreference, substitution, etc.). School materials and textbooks are
produced on the basis of these principles: text-based language education
or reading to learn. In our context, there are studies and experimental
programmes in line with these principles (Camps & Zayas, 2006).
Outstanding among these is the programme Literacy across the curriculum
in different languages and contexts. Functional approaches to reading and
writing, which draws on the experience of text programming from primary
schooling to compulsory education at a European level (Denmark, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, Portugal and Spain). 

With respect to its direct impact on standardised tests in the always
inspiring Australian context, functional language teaching yields clear
results. In 2008, the programme Reading to Learn was introduced in 90
schools in New South Wales during two trimesters: the language
competence of gifted students increased twice as much as normal during
the period. For less gifted students, the target competence levels for a
period of three years were reached in six months; a spectacular result.
The tests are robust, calibrated and referenced in the field of language
research (Acevedo, 2006).

On a more modest level in Spain, an important number of secondary
schools drew up communication plans based on the whole-school
language project concept, as part of their self-assessment and
improvement programmes. Thanks to these, this concept has now been
put into practice in our educational system. The fully accessible document
of the secondary school Mirador del Genil sets out a laudable
comprehensive intervention model for language education, acknowledged
by the School Inspection Service (Gómez & Arcos, 2007).
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Assessment descriptors: language competence scales

In addition to its own ends, PISA could be an excuse to review
assessment and change teaching (Monereo, 2009). One of the limitations
of our educational system, shared by other European countries, is that
assessment is disassociated from proficiency scales that faithfully measure
competence levels. 

On this point, the reality is that, without a proficiency scale clearly
calibrated by language use descriptors – the Common European
Framework of Reference is exceedingly robust in this respect – curricula,
textbooks and assessment all run the risk of going adrift. The 16 countries
that, according to the OECD, use proficiency scales as a tool do so for
different purposes: to gauge progress in proficiency over time; to keep
parents informed about progress in relation to regional or national levels;
to allocate resources; to make curricular decisions; or to assess teachers
(OECD, 2011: 50-52). The descriptors, therefore, help to establish
objectives and link classroom activity to real competence criteria focusing
on communication. For instance, the United Kingdom has used
competence levels to design a comprehensive literacy programme called
the National Literacy Strategy (NLS): 

Our assumption, based on a review of the international research, is that
about 80 per cent of children will achieve those standards simply as a
result of being taught well by teachers who know, understand and are
able to use proven best practice. A further 15 per cent have a good
chance of meeting the standards if, in addition, they receive extra small-
group tuition should they fall behind their peers. The remaining five per
cent are likely to need one-to-one tuition from time to time, preferably
early in their school careers (ie before age eight) (Moss, 2009: 130).

As can be seen, the descriptors determine teaching methods, grouping
and timing. The use of scales even includes details such as the time
distribution of classroom activities, namely, the daily literacy hour: 15
minutes of group reading; 15 minutes of tuition on text formation; 20
minutes of individual reading and group comprehension activities; and a
10-minute plenary session. Lastly, the scales also manage to link literacy
levels to other social development factors; thus, their utility is evident
and negates the possibility of baseless assessment models. 
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The results suggest that bringing the lowest-performing students in
the OECD area – many of whom are socio-economically disadvantaged
– at least up to 400 score points on the PISA scale, which corresponds
roughly to the lower boundary of the PISA baseline Level 2 of
proficiency, could imply an aggregate gain of national income in the
order of USD 200 trillion over the lifetime of the generation born in
2010 (OECD, 2010a, p. 26) (in Cummins, 2011: 25).

Language discipline assessment is traditionally specific, aside from real
competence levels as regards language proficiency. On the basis of the
competence scales it is difficult to understand the meaning of a pass or a
fail in Spanish Language in any secondary school course. Simply, these
grades can be meaningless in terms of real language proficiency. Without
these scales, it is complicated to establish significant objectives, for
example that the majority of students exceed PISA proficiency Level 3 in
adolescence, which highlights their capacity to cope normally with
academic texts (Sánchez & Rodicio, 2006). This level would guarantee
the aforementioned reading to learn capacity and would herald a decisive
advance in their academic maturity. 

There are a number of initiatives that can serve as a model. In our
own educational system, the use of language competence scales in second
languages has become widespread, transforming not only teaching, but
also the attitude of public administration to language proficiency. On
many occasions, the levels have a clear-cut instrumental purpose: B1 for
accessing bilingual itineraries in secondary school education; B2 for
obtaining specific diplomas; and C1 for participating in specific mobility
programmes. Although possible with other scales and functions, it is still
a pending task with respect to the Spanish language. 

Educational assessment: the text portfolio

Communicative linguistics accepts that real assessment requires the
sampling of a number of types of relevant discourses. In this regard it
coincides with the Council of Europe which has promoted the use of
classroom portfolios, a register of student text production throughout the
term. Furthermore, in the United Kingdom experts in assessment reform
have recommended the use of portfolios in their conclusions set out in
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the document entitled, Assessment for learning: beyond the black box.
They have also indicated that educational assessment, like the portfolios,
is dialogic and implies that students ponder together, immersed in a
dialogue of inquiry and reflection (Little 2009). 

The assessment techniques are well known: frequent observations by
teachers; group corrections; progress individualisation; self-assessment
techniques; all features that are related to learning gains (Garbe et al.,
2009). It is also a sort of inclusive assessment that minimises academic
failure by not establishing initial benchmark criteria. It is the type of
assessment that inspires policies such as no child left behind, the principle
par excellence of the comprehensive school present in the systems that
PISA singles out as optimum, like that of Finland, for example. 

Conclusions

PISA could be an important driving force for change in the educational
system if a results-centric attitude is discarded and, instead, thought is
given to the learning paths behind. Educational research should overcome
the noise that the tests generate in the media, seeking to ensure that the
debate remains uncontaminated and does not stray from scientific logic.
In the United Kingdom, the press received the results with literal allusions
to the stupidity of the British: Are we not such dunces after all? (The
Times, 6 December 2001). The Spanish media has also been lavish with
their appraisals. A recent article indicated that “some educational
authorities have discovered that the best thing to do in order to obtain
good PISA assessments is to teach students to pass PISA” (“Estadísticas y
realidades,” El País, 4 Mayo 2015). This begs an interesting question about
the possible changes that PISA will bring about in teaching, what is
known in the literature on assessment as the test’s backwash effect.

In conclusion, this paper intends to banish that fear. The conception
of the nature of language on which PISA rests is solid; its competence
scales are grounded on a reading comprehension model that stems from
a profound knowledge of linguistic mechanisms – fundamentally, those
of cohesion and coherence. If teaching adopts the language model upheld
by PISA, this will result in a more humanistic, egalitarian and liberating
language education. In this regard, it is also supported by the respected
criteria of auctoritas. Famous intellectuals of the past, like Américo Castro
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and Giner de los Ríos, present-day scholars from across the Atlantic, such
as Humberto Morales, or our own savants including the language
philosopher Emilio Lledó and the descriptive linguist Gutiérrez Ordóñez
have all opposed, even abominated on occasion, traditional teaching: a
teaching of explicit forms, reduced to clauses, of selective assessment
based on metalinguistic content. 

This paper recommends a number of educational actions not only to
the Administration, but also to the publishing industry, teacher training
centres and the educational community as a whole, revolving around a
new linguistic paradigm comprising a number of measures: the
implementation of genre maps; a whole-school language project; the use
of language competence proficiency scales; and language portfolio
assessment. These measures are feasible, practical and form part of a
comprehensive intervention scheme geared to achieving proficiency in
the ancient art of language, of the recte loquendi recteque scribendi. 
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